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Using Microsoft Windows Small Business Server 2003Apress, 2005
This is the fundamental, definitive reference to Microsoft Small Business Server 2003.  And it is relevant for all audiences:  for beginners just embracing the notion of computerizing their small businesses, to IT consultants specializing in SBS implementation and deployment.
The book focuses on pragmatic solutions, not drawn-out theoretical...
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Industrial Applications of Semantic Web: Proceedings of the 1st International IFIP/WG12.5Springer, 2005
The Semantic Web, that adds a conceptual layer of machine-understandable metadata to the existing content, will make the content available for processing by intelligent software allowing automatic resource integration and providing interoperability between heterogeneous systems. The Semantic Web is now the most important influence on the...
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Non-viral Gene Therapy: Gene Design and DeliverySpringer, 2005

	Several years ago, when the discovery of catalytic RNA was recognized in a public manner, many people asked if new ?elds of therapy would soon be available. Although some tentative positive answers were given, nobody would say with certainty that RNA of various kinds was a truly promising means of altering gene expression. In fact, over the...
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Alan Simpson's Windows XP BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
If Windows XP can do it, you can do it too ...
Windows XP is the undisputed market leader among operating systems, and the enhancements and security improvements in Service Pack 2 made it even better. So if you already know how to turn on a PC and use a mouse, here's the place to learn how to use every fabulous feature of Windows XP. Let an...
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Practices of an Agile Developer: Working in the Real World (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2005

	Want to be a better developer? This books collects the personal habits, ideas, and approaches of successful agile software developers and presents them in a series of short, easy-to-digest tips. This isn't academic fluff; follow these ideas and you'll show yourself, your teammates, and your managers real results. These are the proven...
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SDH/SONET Explained in Functional Models: Modeling the Optical Transport NetworkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
SDH/SONET Explained in Functional Models represents a fresh approach to the modeling of transport network technologies. This practical guide and reference text uncovers the description of SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy), SONET (Synchronous Optical Network) and OTN (Optical Transport Network) transport networks and equipment using...
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Phishing ExposedSyngress Publishing, 2005
Phishing Exposed provides an in-depth, high-tech view from both sides of the phishing playing field. In this unprecedented book, world-renowned phishing expert Lance James exposes the technical and financial techniques used by international clandestine phishing gangs to steal billions of dollars every year. The book is filled with...
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The Secret Wars of Judi Bari: A Car Bomb, the Fight for the Redwoods, and the End of Earth FirstEncounter Books, 2005
Takes the reader inside the often bizarre world of the Earth First! Movement and the back to nature counterculture of California's North Coast. 

 Kate Coleman traces Judi Bari's rise from college activist to would-be Mother Jones of the Redwoods. Drawing on extensive interviews with Bari's friends and comrades as well as critics, Coleman...
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Joint Cognitive Systems: Foundations of Cognitive Systems EngineeringCRC Press, 2005
This book was written by pioneers in the field and offers a principled approach to studying human work with complex technology. … It seems destined to become a classic in the field.
 - Books-on-Line
In the nine compact chapters of Joint Cognitive Systems (JCS), two recognized figures in the field of human factors provide an...
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The Home-Based Business KitSourcebooks, Inc., 2005
Launch a money-making venture from the comfort of your own home.

Starting a home-based business has special challenges. From preparing the right business plan to your first successful sale, The Home-Based Business Kit  gives you the tools you need to succeed and make a profit. Experienced home-based business owners show you how to:
...
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Manage IT!: Organizing IT Demand and IT SupplySpringer, 2005
"This book discusses IT supply and demand, analyzing functional requirements and operational processes, using methods such as those defined in the IT infrastructure library (ITIL).  This book will be useful for understanding the key concepts behind modern service-oriented IT organizations.  In a nutshell, this is a good book and a good...
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Cognition and Multi-Agent Interaction: From Cognitive Modeling to Social SimulationCambridge University Press, 2005
This book explores the intersection between cognitive sciences and social sciences. In particular, it explores the intersection between individual cognitive modeling and modeling of multi-agent interaction (social stimulation). The two contributing fields--individual cognitive modeling (especially cognitive architectures) and modeling of...
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